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Abstract

With emergence of information and communication technologies, our ways of living and interactions, making decisions and comprehending reality are being changed. The fundamental aspect of life is being changed by adding a quantitative dimension to it. The traditional logic of journalism has dramatically been changed by infusing computational thinking into the newsrooms. It has also changed the linear storytelling into a more interactive and engaging way. Troves of available data are offering us a new perspective on reality to be understood, explained and communicated. Most of the scholarships on data journalism have been done from the context of western and developed world. Little has been done from the context of a developing country like Bangladesh. When the role of data grows as a basis for reporting and storytelling, answers to the questions relating to the use or utilization of data, skills needed to do this, platforms and tools of data journalism, potential change in newsrooms needed to be sought. This article tries to answer the questions from the perspective of Bangladesh. It also explore the philosophical turns in understanding the recording, retrieving, explaining, interpreting and representing the reality through the lenses of Big Data and data journalism.
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Introduction

Information and communication technologies have fundamentally transformed the way we make sense, understand and explore the world around us. Every day ordinary people are confronted with troves of statistically-based information. Data-processing tools are becoming an integral part of the newsroom’s environment around the world. Understanding how data and computational journalism are affecting news norms, practices and organizations is essential to adapt to the new and ever-changing information, communication and media ecology. In a simple form, data journalism is quantitative form of journalism [1]. It is undoubtedly one of the hottest trends in the journalism, as well as in journalism studies, and getting much attention in professional journalistic practices and academia. Several books have been published and articles about data journalism are getting spaces in the scientific journals in the field. Most of the works have been done from the context of western and developed world. Little has been done from the context of a developing country like Bangladesh. On the other hand, with increase of the academic publications, debates, theorizing and practices of data journalism, some questions are being raised: If the role of data grows as a basis for reporting and storytelling, then what are the skills needed to do this? What can be done with data? How will newsrooms change? What are the platforms and tools needed to do this? The case of Bangladesh’s news media industry is no exception of the questions. When the role of data grows as a basis for reporting and storytelling, answers to the questions relating to the use or utilization of data, skills needed to do this, platforms and tools of data journalism, potential change in newsrooms needed to be sought. This article tries to answer the questions from the perspective of Bangladesh. It also explores the philosophical turns in understanding the recording, retrieving, explaining, interpreting and representing the reality through the lenses of Big Data and data journalism.

Data and Big Data

The word ‘data’ means ‘given’ in Latin, in the sense of a fact [2]. It refers to a description of something that can be recorded, analyzed and recognized [3]. Anything countable can be counted as data. Anything that a computer processes is data. In a general sense, ‘data’ is any collection of numbers gathered on a spreadsheet [4]. A data set would be considered as ‘big data’ if it is huge in volume, high in velocity, diverse in variety, and represents a veracity [5,6]. At the heart of the four Vs, there are new frontiers of possibilities to understand, analyze, interpret, and represent the reality. At its core, the big data is all about finding out a pattern in course of actions, issues, event and other social processes [7]. It is about finding connections, connections with the people around us, and connections between people’s behavior and outcomes [8]. It is fact about people’s behavior [9,10] instead of their beliefs. It’s about the behavior of customers, employees, and prospects for a new business. Big Data may be originated from things like...
location data of the cell phone or punch of credit card and the things people post on Facebook, searches on Google or share on twitter. So, increasingly it is becoming all about the real behavior of the people. By analyzing the data, scientists can tell an enormous amount about a person. They can tell decisions and comprehending reality are being changed. The transformed the way we understand and organize the society. Because thoughts, emotions and actions of person are largely determined by his/her social context. If one aspect of a person’s behavior is understood, the rest can be predicted by analyzing and comparing the person to the people in his or her social contacts. Big data shows us the connections that cause these events. Big data gives us the possibility of understanding how these systems of people and machines work, and whether they're stable.

With emergence of information and communication technologies, our ways of living and interactions, making decisions and comprehending reality are being changed. The fundamental aspect of life is being changed by adding a quantitative dimension to it, and big data is all about seeing and understanding relations within and among pieces of information. It means harnessing information to build useful insights of issues, events and course of actions. It has transformed the way we understand and organize the society. The world of big data is shaking up everything from business and science to healthcare, government, education, economics, the humanities, and every aspects of society. Nature of business, market and society are being changed. Nature of data journalism is about looking for something that is categorizable, interpretable, quantifiable and skills to do themselves, making sense of it and sharing it with the audience. Data journalism is all about putting together information, facts, opinion, quotes, and data to explain the significance of world events and their context to create a narrative. Meanwhile, data journalism is about blending of digital data abundance and analytic techniques for data-driven insights. The process of data journalism include: access to or production of structured data-sets, using the data-sets for research of a story, discuss data/data source in published piece, provide raw-data for the users along with the story. It means figuring out how to get the data, how to understand it, and how to find the story.

However, there is a clear distinction between ‘data’ and ‘story’. Data itself is a form of information. To extract information, a journalist has to go through a process, usually first cleaning up messy formats, structuring and sorting the data into a readable format before it can be visualized. Story is an interactive form of communication, where information is brought into a context that people can understand, remember, discuss and tell others about. Data journalists use large databases, infographics, data visualization and interactive visualization to tell stories. It is about uncovering truth through mining trove of information the public do not have enough time and skills to do themselves, interrogating it, interpreting it, making sense of it and sharing it with the audience. Data journalism is about looking for something that is categorizable, quantifiable and comparable in any news topic. It also be understood as the media's attempt to adapt and respond to the changes in our information environment — including more interactive, multi-dimensional story-telling, enabling readers to explore the sources underlying the news and encouraging them to participate in the process of creating and evaluating stories.

We live in a data-driven world. Everything of human action is data—even toilets. The amount of stored information grows four times faster than the world economy. Today, Facebook knows our likes, Amazon can recommend the ideal books, Google can rank the most relevant websites, LinkedIn defines whom we know. Now about 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are created each day in the world; more than 3.7 billion people use the internet worldwide; on average, Google now processes 3.5 billion searches per day; Snapchat users share 527,760 photos; users watch 4,146,600 YouTube videos; 456,000 tweets are sent on Twitter; Instagram users post 46,740 photos per minute; 1.5 billion people are active on Facebook daily; and 156 million emails are sent daily.

Data journalism and its scope

What ‘word’s means in traditional journalism, ‘data’ means data journalism. In traditional form of journalism, a story is a narrative that is true, interesting and relevant to its audience. While, data journalism is the new way of understanding, interpreting and making sense of the world through careful analysis of vast amounts of data.' It is use of data as a tool to get closer to the truth of what is going on in the world. It is all about an interaction between journalists and computer scientists, statisticians and graphic designers, and bridging the gap between statisticians and wordsmiths.

In the traditional form, journalism is all about putting together information, facts, opinion, quotes, and data to explain the significance of world events and their context to create a narrative. Meanwhile, data journalism is about blending of digital data abundance and analytic techniques for data-driven insights. The insight is gained through careful use of algorithms, computation, and quantification. The process of data journalism include: access to or production of structured data-sets, using the data-sets for research of a story, discuss data/data source in published piece, provide raw-data for the users along with the story. It means figuring out how to get the data, how to understand it, and how to find the story.
and information that they need to be able to make sense of the important issues of the day. If the data is used carefully and accurately, it can give us unprecedented scope to understand our society, and improve the way we live and work. Data can improve a complex story; can help journalists speak truth to power. Combined with traditional reporting techniques, data can help tell stories in more compelling and innovative ways and give citizens actionable information. A data journalist can help his/her audiences to make sense of the government’s initiatives whether those are working or failing. The journalist can tell stories by investigating the pattern of the rates of poverty, infant mortality, crime, changes in GDP and other social indicators, budgetary allocations, currency exchange rates, rise and fall of crop productions etc.

**History and forms of data journalism**

In journalism, reporting is an invention of 19th century [25]. A critical investigation into the history and models of journalistic practices reveal that epistemological journalism is guided by two ideals: the ideal of the “story” and the ideal of the “information”. The ideal of the “story” telling is rooted in the narrative structure and expert human knowledge, which is qualitative in nature. While, the ideal of the “information” providing is grounded in mathematical data, facts, statistical analysis, finding correlations and patterns, which is quantitative in nature.

Since mid of the 20th century, a shift is being happening in the philosophy of journalism—from qualitative to quantitative. From qualitative view, journalism is explanatory and interpretative. It seeks to explain the world rather measures it. As human being is conditioned to look for causes, it searches for causality of issues and events of the world. In search of truth or reaching the truth, it first builds hypothesis then collects relevant information to justify it. Primarily it deals with words. Journalists go to the field to gather information by observation and interaction with people. They record what they find, and then analyze, interpret it to show how the world function. Historically, traditional journalism has been built around two elements—textual and visual.

Meanwhile, availability of computer has made possible to harness vast quantities of data opening the door to new ways of understanding and exploring the world. The certainties that we believed in are changing. A transition is taking place from hypothesis-driven world to data-driven world. The world is shifting from causation to correlation. However, the use of data in telling stories is not new one rather it is the continuation of human kind’s ancient quest to measure, record and analyze the world.

Today what we now call data journalism is computer-assisted reporting (CAR) [26]. The use of computers in journalism dates back to the 1950s. US media organization CBS first used CAR in 1952 to predict the result of the presidential election. It was the first organized and systematic approach to using computers to collect and analyze data to tell news stories. Since the 1960s, many journalists analyzed databases of public records with scientific methods. Philip Meyer pioneered the CAR and the application of social and behavioral science research methods to the practice of journalism. The other pioneers in CAR are: Donald Barlett, James Steele, Adrian Holovaty, and Oren Etzioni. In the early 1970s the term precision journalism was coined to describe this type of news-gathering [27]. Systematic study of data journalism had begun in the 50s of the past century mainly in USA. Scholars have coined multiple terms to describe the phenomenon. Among the terms are: data Journalism, data-driven journalism, computer-assisted reporting, database journalism [28], structured journalism, computational journalism, database journalism [29]. All the terms have very similar professional and epistemological roots—quantitative and computational form story telling. The quantitative forms of journalism try to discover patterns and correlations in the data that offer novel and invaluable insights. The insights bring the certainties about what, not why. The correlations may not tell us precisely why something is happening, but they alert that it is happening. We do not always need to know the cause of a phenomenon; rather we can let data speak for itself.

**Necessary skills for data journalism**

The skills necessary to succeed in the workplace are changing. Making sense of big data, particularly unstructured data, is the key skill needed for a journalist today. A data journalist must be able to curate, verify, analyze and synthesise the trove of data, provide context, clarity and, find truth in the expanding amount of digital content in the world [30]. It does not a replace of traditional skills of journalism; rather it demands new set of skills for searching, understanding, and analyzing, visualizing and programming data. Today’s journalists need an overlapping set of competencies drawn from different fields. They should have skills and knowledge in the statistical methods of social scientists, the mapping tools of GIS, the visualization arts of statistics and graphic design, and a host of skills that have their own job descriptions and promotion tracks among computer scientists: web development, general-purpose programming, database administration, systems engineering, data mining (even, cryptography). So, today journalist is a complete package of a statistician, software programmer, info-graphic designer as well as a storyteller.

Data is so widely available and so strategically important that the scare thing is knowledge to extract wisdom from it. After all, a goldmine is not worth anything if gold can be extracted. Today, expertise in database management, data science, analytic and machine learning algorithm are the key to professional success in journalism. In making news, a data journalist should be able to explore news stories from datasets, create a bigger picture by linking the datasets, seek patterns in issues-events and actions, analyze data behind the stories, connect data to stories, put stories into context, publish datasets with stories, and present visual representation of information. Moreover, a data journalist should have the following skills: ability to differentiate ‘data’ and ‘story’; have literacy in numbers and computation; able to understand exactly how the quantification process works in the society; able to blend technological and journalistic competences; able to find data to support stories; able to
finding story ideas with data analysis; able to deal with messy data; able to tell stories with visualization and able to tell individual stories that reflect overall change.

Locating Data Journalism in Bangladesh

Emerging news norms, practices and organizations are the key indicators to understand the phenomenon of data journalism and computational journalistic field in a country. The norms and practices vary depending on journalists’ educational backgrounds and skills, use of tools and techniques, and organizational goals. As part of the work, several informal in-depth interviews have been conducted among mid-career and senior journalists based in Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh. Unstructured observation of news stories published in Dhaka-based newspaper also helped to understand the phenomenon.

Data journalism is still uncommon in Bangladesh, so is computational journalistic field in the country. Data journalism is at an early stage. Bangladeshi media occasionally, now more frequently, does stories based on data. But they are not exploring the field in a focused manner. But there are few in-depth investigative reporting based on extensive data analysis. In most cases, Dhaka-based news outlets do stories by using the data amassed by some international organizations such as World Bank and WHO. Most data based stories are done on business and economic issues and sports storytelling. Bangladesh Bank, Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics and several other government bodies are the main sources of data used in the stories. But efforts to correlate/juxtapose data from different datasets to create an interesting observation are not evident in the news stories. Meanwhile, most of the data-based stories are not actually what data journalism should be. Because data journalism is not merely about crunching numbers and interesting findings, rather story is more important than just the analysis and presentation of data.

Access to open and public data is crucial to meaningful data journalism. Open data is hardly available in Bangladesh. A lack of open information laws, very complex, messy and poorly organized public data and low digital literacy are also the barrier to the practice of data journalism in the country. Meanwhile, culture of mistrust is one of the big problems for data journalism in Bangladesh. Government officials and journalists mistrust each other. Journalists often accuse authorities of cover-ups and acting secretively, while officials tend to perceive journalists as highly unreliable when relaying facts and information. On the other hand traditional newspapers do not data stories section as they have not really taken to data journalism seriously. Most of the news media outlets find it financially unviable to have its own research and statistics wing.

behind puzzling columns of numbers. Putting the numbers in context and analyzing those with insights can lead to uncovering stories. Journalists need to recognize the stories behind the data, know how to analyze the data and understand how to use. Interviews with journalists show that despite having confronted with a lot of data, many of them do not know how to analyze it and how to turn it into a story. The main challenges they face are a shortage of time and the need for training and developing data journalism skills.

Conclusion

The ability to record information is one of the lines of demarcation between primitive and advanced societies. Written language enabled early civilizations to measure reality, record it and retrieve later, which facilitated the creation of data. The core philosophy of big data is a continuation of human kind’s ancient quest to measure, record and analyze the world. Tectonic shift have been taking place in the philosophical bases of recording and retrieving data, and measuring the reality in the world. The shifts are: from causation to correlation, from a hypothesis-driven world to a data-driven world, from the search of causality to the search of computation and quantification, and less reliance on normative assumptions. In seeking truth and representing the reality, traditionally we search for causality. Because, our minds, reasoning and cognitive process have been programmed for looking the cause of issues, events and actions around us. But big data offer us to discover patterns and correlations in the phenomena of the world. The correlations do not tell us precisely why something is happening, but they alert us that it is happening. Big data is about what, not why. We do not always need to know the cause of a phenomenon; rather we can let data speak for itself.

Human decisions are based on information that is small, exact and casual in nature. Harnessing vast quantities of data opens the door to new ways of understanding and exploring the world. Quantification the process that generate data, is the first step to revealing trends and patterns in society that can then become a story. Using data means there is less guesswork about what the facts are. A combination of tools and receptive mindset has been making possible mining the reality in a new way. The main question at the heart of quantitative thinking is "compared to what?"

Journalism is a craft. It is craft of searching, filtering and transforming a maze of aspects into information. Information then is defined as data that we can act upon. With development of new information and communication technologies, the world is going toward an ecosystem of open data. In the ecosystem, there are trove of loosely connected bytes and pieces of small information which are easy to reuse and easy to recombine, where there are numerous creator, producer, contributors and maintainers and which is distributed and decentralized.

Today we live in a numerate society where words, location, and interactions are becoming data. Data journalism has disrupted the traditional logic of journalism by infusing computational thinking into the newsrooms [31]. It has also changed the linear storytelling into a more interactive and engaging way to offer content. Not it is presumed that the world is understandable with number and math. Troves of available data are offering us a new perspective on reality to
be understood, explained and communicated. Traditional journalism defines fact as information and quotes from official sources [32]. But the fundamental aspects of traditional ways of gathering, filtering, and disseminating news, journalistic institutions, business models, distribution channels, and audiences are being changed radically with the emergence of internet, cloud computing, mobile devices, and open source software. In the developed world, today journalists are creating news apps with interactive features and telling compelling stories by harnessing the vast quantity of data that help people to make sense of and decision about their real-world, explore more data and act upon the insights derived from it.

Doing data journalism is all about three major shifts in mindset: first, ability analyze vast amount of data about a topic. Second, willingness to embrace data’s real-world messiness rather than privilege precision and third, a growing respect for correlation rather than a continuing quest for elusive causality. The challenge lies in carefully filtering and analyzing large amounts of information. It is not enough simply to gather data; in order to yield meaningful insights. The data must be placed in an analytical framework so that the audience can make sense of the world around them.

Data-driven decisions can augment or overrule human judgment. Statistical analyses force people to reconsider their instincts. The data can reveal what people want to read about better than the instincts of experienced journalists. In dealing with data, one of the great questions is: who owns and produces the data? Another important issue with big data is that since this data is mostly about people, there are enormous issues about privacy [33], data ownership, and data control, un-careful handling of big data easily produce false correlations. As result of this, there is a danger of being precisely [34] in telling the truth, representing the reality.
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